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The 'installation' name can be a bit slippery. If this is a machine that will have the font installed on
the machine, but it is limited to the users accessing that machine (it is not on a server). This is
common for an intranet where a team of developers just want to use the font on their system. This
can also be a mini-stock of servers where each server has access to the font library for a number of
the applications that are running on the server. For instance, if you have a web server, each user
that accesses the website will have access to the font for any pages they are viewing, even if it's just
in an iframe. The 'License' name can be a bit slippery. This is the license for the font. It is where the
font is checked to make sure it is not being used in ways that violate the license, and then checked
to make sure it is not being used by anyone else. An extension of this is called a pool license, where
the font is checked to make sure it is not being used in ways that violate the license, then checked to
make sure it is not being used by anyone else, except it is being used by the license holder and their
partners. Most of the time this is what it is called, but it can be used in various other ways. The
License period is basically the period within which a licensee may use the Font Software under the
specified License. It defines the duration of license, either as a calendar month, unless expressly
stated otherwise. The Version number will be an identifier for the font. It is always numeric and
identifies versions of the font, or places in the versions (i.e. in which beta version). Versions are
identified by a dot separated numeric identifier.
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2.9 The Licensee must provide Elsner+Flake with a written notice when embedding the Font
Software within the Commercial Product. The notice shall be provided when the Commercial Product

is first distributed and provided no later than when the Commercial Product first embeds the Font
Software. 2.10 The Licensee is responsible for ensuring that Commercial Products do not infringe on

or violate any other license under any copyright or other proprietary right from any third party.
Elsner+Flake may perform a diagnostic and/or reporting check of the Licensee's Commercial Product

to verify that any Font Software embedded in the Commercial Product is being used only for the
intended purpose. August 9, 2006 -- The second release of the SG Europa Grotesk No. 2 SH Font. You
can preview and purchase this font at our web site. Download SG Europa Grotesk No 2 SH Desktop

font. Change the font, size, and the bold typeface effect on the SG Europa Grotesk No 2 SH... Sg
Europa Grotesk No 2 sh bold font.. FREE Software - FONTS - download the new... SG Europa Grotesk
No 2 sh bold font. SG Europa Grotesk No 2 SH Font - Obliques etc GraphicDesignProF - ShapeMaker
Free. Elegant modern Grotesk Bold font, the font is elegant, modern and grott-... Europa Grotesk No
2 SH Font - Obliques etc GraphicDesignProF - ShapeMaker Free. Elegant modern Grotesk Bold font,

the font is elegant, modern and grott-... Europa Grotesk No 2 SH Font - Obliques etc
GraphicDesignProF - ShapeMaker Free. Elegant modern Grotesk Bold font, the font is elegant,

modern and grott-.... Europa Grotesk No. 2 SH Italic Obliques etc Free; Europe Grotesk No. 2... The
original font was designed by Scangraphic [Note: This is the first release of the Scangraphic... Europa
Grotesk No 2 SH Grotesk... Fashion et Financier SG Europa Grotesk No 2 SH A. Regular B. Bold Each
font includes the.ttf... Europa Grotesk No 2 SH.ttf Font... Fonts' - PostgreSQL 5.2 and later - Official
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